What you should

KNOW

if you’re considering

adoption
for your baby

Get the facts.
Far too many birthmothers look
back on their adoption experience
and say, “If only I had known.”
This brochure is provided in the
hopes that you will be able to
learn from women who have
already placed their children for
adoption, who are living with the
results of that decision, and who
aren’t afraid to talk about the
often painful realities of life as
a birthmother.

B

ecause those of us in a crisis pregnancy are faced with
stress, fear and loss, we’re naturally prone to denial.
That’s one thing that makes thinking clearly about
adoption so tricky. Another is that it’s very hard to accurately
imagine what adoption will be like. You really don’t know until
you’ve done it—and in many states, once you give your right
to parent to someone else, there is no turning back. We at
Concerned United Birthparents feel it’s the duty of every
birthparent to share what we wish we had known when
we were considering adoption.
The words that follow are not intended to be anti-adoption.
The fact is that adoption might well be the best plan for you and
your child—but in order to be a truly good thing, it needs to be
a well-considered decision, made at least twice—once before
the birth, once after. Your decision will not be fully informed

unless you hear the negative aspects of adoption as well as the
positive. Following are the most common regrets birthparents have
voiced.
1. “I wish I had known that family preservation should
come first.” Most experts on adoption agree that if a child can
stay in his first family, he should. Family separation is traumatic
for everyone involved, and if there is a way to keep the mother
and child together, it should be found. Single parenthood is not
inherently bad. Some people make excellent single parents, while
others don’t yet have the necessary skills.
Adoption is a permanent solution to an often temporary
problem. For instance, consider how you will feel if you relinquish
due to money reasons, and six months down the road, you have a

Don’t apply a permanent solution
to a temporary problem.
good job that pays well. Or how you’ll feel if
you relinquish due to lack of family support,
and the same people who did not want to
help you raise your child are now saying,
“We wish you'd kept the baby. We could
have helped you.” (Family members who are unhappy about your
unplanned pregnancy will often do the most amazing turnaround
once they meet the newborn baby.) Ask yourself why you’re
questioning your ability to parent: is it the opinions of others or
your own deepest beliefs? Try to separate which of your problems
are time-limited from those that seem here to stay. Some problems
are insurmountable and may mean adoption is the answer, while
others can be fixed if you know where to turn. Explore every
alternative before considering adoption.
2. “I wish I had known the extent to which adopted
children deal with issues of abandonment.” Many adopted
people, especially those in closed adoptions, report feeling

abandoned by their birthmothers. While adoptees may be glad to
have been adopted, they are not happy to have been relinquished.
(In other words, they see their adoption as two separate events:
being given up and being taken in.) It’s very
hard to accept that the most painful choice you
make for your child might not be appreciated
by them. There are no guarantees your child will
like what you’ve done. Can you live with that?
Don’t fall into the “martyr” mindset that you are
doing something beautiful and noble for your child—you might be
disappointed if the eventual adult doesn't see it that way.
3. “I wish I had known that I wasn’t carrying my child for
someone else, and that it wasn’t my responsibility to help
the infertile couples of the world.” Ideally, adoption is supposed
to be about giving a child a family, not giving a family a child, but
sometimes that truth gets lost.
As a pregnant woman in a crisis situation, odds are you
desperately want to make things better. You may be under
enormous pressure, experiencing disapproval or shame. It’s
natural that you will want to “fix” things and earn approval once
more, but it shouldn’t be done by trying to make a prospective

Don’t concentrate on
the prospective adoptive
parents’ hopes and
needs. This is between
you and your baby.
adoptive couples’ dreams come true.
It can be emotionally wrenching to look through the profiles of
hundreds of waiting couples, all of whom seem so “deserving” of
parenthood when you aren’t even sure if you are. You begin to feel
sad for each of them. You start to see yourself as the one who can
provide them with their most cherished desire. Furthermore, if your
friends and family are not being supportive, the hopeful adoptive

parents might be the only ones who are kind to you during your
crisis. You may find yourself wanting to please them.
This is a mistake. No matter how much you like the preadoptive parents, you must not put their feelings first. Their hopes
and dreams exist independently of you and your baby. If you
entrust your baby to them in order to make them happy, you’ve
chosen adoption for all the wrong reasons. If you decide to parent,
they may be heartbroken, but they can always go on to find
another child. It is not your responsibility to “fix” someone else’s
childlessness. The only people who should count in your decision
are you and your child. In the words of birthmother Shannon
Basore, “I can’t fully feel that I did what was best for my child,
because my focus at the time was providing this childless couple
with a child of their own. And my grown child is angry about that.”
4. “I wish I had known that society dislikes and fears
birthparents.” Americans have extremely unrealistic views of
birthparents, painting us as either sinners or saints. Among the
general public, a woman considering adoption is applauded as
being admirably unselfish in putting the needs of her child first.
But once the mother actually surrenders her child, she is looked
down upon. After all, “who could give away their own flesh and
blood?”
As adoption author Jim Gritter has noted, nothing can
prepare you for the plummet in your stock
you will notice once you move from
potential birthmother to birthmother. Often
the very same people who said you were
making a terrific, noble sacrifice
Don’t expect empathy.
while you were pregnant might
now call you a heartless
abandoner. What’s even worse is that you confront this mental
whiplash at a time when you are most vulnerable: grieving heavily,
full of post-partum hormones, feeling completely alone in the world.
People in general don’t understand the role of birthmother,
and even birthmoms in the healthiest of open adoptions, who feel
they made a great choice for their child, are sometimes unable to

talk about it without experiencing judgement. Those uneducated
about adoption issues tend to avert their eyes when you try to
speak of your child, or whisper behind your back, saying hurtful
things like, “I could never give my baby away.”
Part of the reason the world fears birthmothers so much is
that we show that the mother-child bond can be broken, at least
outwardly and temporarily. If you choose to place your child for
adoption, get prepared for a lifetime of being misunderstood by
many and feared by others.

are preferable to lawyers or facilitators, but please don’t go to an
adoption agency or a pregnancy counselor expecting that they
will have only your best interest in mind. They do not, and
they cannot. Adoption agencies, like it or not,
have to make money to operate. The paying
client is the adoptive parent, so services are
usually geared toward them.

5. “I wish I had known the ways in which agency
adoptions may be safer than private adoptions.” Lawyers
aren’t trained in human services, and they really don’t have any
business orchestrating the personal side of something so fraught
with lifelong psychological issues as an adoption. Let them stick to the paperwork. Do
not do a private adoption unless you have
no choice, i.e., there are absolutely no
reputable agencies in your area. If you
must go private, take full control. Make
sure you have your very own lawyer who is

Think about the conflict of interest that occurs when an
agency is counselling you on whether or not to place your baby.
It’s the rare agency that can tell a woman, “Adoption doesn’t
sound like the best choice for you” when they have waiting lists
of hopeful adoptive parents that are seven years long or more. As
a result, many agencies are in the business of finding babies for
homes instead of homes for babies. Be aware of this.
Agencies aren’t the only ones with agendas. “I released my
daughter believing that letting her go was the noble, selfless,
mature thing to do,” says birthmother Terri Smith. “This was
reinforced and validated over and over by a swarm of older
women I barely knew from the church I attended at the time. They
were all willing to point me toward adoption resources, but nobody
pointed me toward parenting resources. Within three months of
the adoption, the flock of women who had come to be my ‘friends’
while I was pregnant disappeared from my life. I have not heard
from them since. When it was time to grieve, they were not there.”
During the time of your decision-making, you need unbiased
advice from someone who is not a stakeholder in the outcome. If
you’re working with an agency, insist they give you a referral for
independent counselling to help you explore your non-adoption
alternatives. If you’re on your own, free pregnancy counselling is
sometimes available through crisis pregnancy centers (but be
aware—the center could be affiliated with an adoption agency or
a religious group.) Either way, if you can afford to see a therapist
on your own, do it. Look for one skilled in adoption issues. If you
cannot afford to see a therapist, use the internet to get in touch

Know the pitfalls of private adoption.
working for you and only for you.
Well-run agencies offer post-adoption support services for all
triad members, including mediation should your open adoption
relationship start to go wrong. These services are invaluable, and
you will most likely need them. There are well-run agencies and
there are poorly-run agencies. Talk to birthmothers about what
agencies they recommend and which ones they say to avoid.
And never, never choose your child’s adoptive parents from the
Internet.
6. “I wish I had known that professionals who say they
are there to help you are in actuality serving the real client,
the prospective adoptive parent.” We’ve just said that agencies

Be realistic about what adoption agencies do.

with birthmothers who are actually living with adoption, and who
can tell you honestly what it is like. Don’t rely solely on birthmothers
who speak on behalf of agencies for all your information.
Sometimes these women are stuck in denial and will only tell you
about the happy side of adoption because they haven’t yet faced
their grief. Get the full range of viewpoints, happy and sad.
7. “I wish I had known that numerous internet resources
exist for birthmothers and women in crisis pregnancies to find
each other and talk.” It’s crucial to hear from all kinds of women
who have gone before you. Next to reading books about
adoption and looking into parenting resources, the single
best thing you can be
Do your research.
doing right now is talking
to birthmothers who are actually living the
experience. (The next most important thing is
talking to adult adoptees. Unfortunately,
many potential birthparents do neither, talking only
to prospective adoptive parents.) The Internet is the
easiest, fastest way to find people who are living
adoption. At the end of this pamphlet are listed some addresses
that can get you started. Use them!
8. “I wish I had known the difference between a truly open
adoption and a semi-open one.” Too many people have fallen for
the lie that open adoption only means pictures and letters once a
year. They’re never told that open adoption is about relationships,
and ongoing, reciprocal contact between birth and adoptive
families. Or they might know what open adoption is, but aren’t sure
that they should see their child, so they don’t ask for contact up
front. And then they wind up with the kind of adoptive parents who
either reject them or who merely tolerate their presence instead of
welcoming them and appreciating them.
This is a situation nearly impossible to
correct down the road.
It’s very common to want more
contact after the placement than you

thought you’d want before. (For example, adoptees want and need
to know their siblings. If and when you have more children, will the
adoptive parents be ready to allow the relationship?) We can’t
stress it enough: give
Ask for the maximum.
yourself an insurance
policy by asking for more
contact and openness than you think you’ll want. If you don’t ask
up front, you’ll probably never obtain the kind of relationship that
open adoption needs.
Don’t forget: the balance of power shifts after the adoption,
at which time the prospective parents who have been courting you
are now under no obligation to do anything for you at all. Interview
prospective parents long and hard about their commitment to
openness. When all the adults involved work together, open
adoption is extremely positive for the child. Make sure the couples
you’re considering “get it.” Assess whether they truly desire an open
adoption relationship or are merely willing to participate. There is
a crucial difference.
9. “I wish I had known that in most states, open adoption
agreements are not legally enforceable.” Many women choose
adoption based on the promise of openness, only to have their
trust violated when the adoptive parents become fearful and begin
breaking their promises. That kind of betrayal can be devastating.
It’s like losing your child twice. Some birthmothers have even
committed suicide in the wake of such
treachery. That’s why it is vitally imporKnow the laws.
tant to know that you have little or no
protection. In all but a handful of states, there is
nothing holding adoptive parents to anything that
they say prior to the adoption.
There are many variations of betrayal in open
adoption, depending upon the level of openness
that was initially agreed upon. Sometimes the adoptive parents
stop sending the promised pictures. Sometimes they go so far as
to change their names and move to another state. What typically
happens is an end to the promised visits. The excruciating grief

you’ll feel after a disappointment like that
is inexplicable. Don’t risk it—choose parents
that are truly committed to a lifelong, twoway relationship built on openness.
Make sure you’re committed, too. You as
a birthparent can also betray the adoptive
parents’ trust if you say you will be in contact
with the child and later decide to drop out of
sight. Genuine open adoption is done for the
sake of the child—it’s a responsibility, not a privilege. Remember,
you are vital in the life of your child no matter what, even if you
are no longer parenting.
Regardless of what level of openness you’ve negotiated,
remember, when you surrender your right to parent your child,
you become a legal stranger. You’ll have as much claim to your
baby as any person walking down the street— that is, none.
10. “I wish I had known there was no need to rush my
decision; that it could have waited until after the birth.” In
some states, you have a small amount of time after the birth to
change your mind. But in many more, irrevocable consents can be
signed immediately after delivery, right in the hospital bed! Fearful
pre-adoptive parents tend to like this type of arrangement because
they’re virtually guaranteed a baby when birthparents are rushed
into signing without a chance to process
Don’t rush it.
all of the information. The laws in these
“adoption mill” states are highly unethical, but they flourish nonetheless.
“Drive-through” relinquishments show that our
society does not respect the awareness of a
newborn baby. We pretend that if the switch-off is
executed quickly enough, the baby will never know
what happened. Pre- and perinatal psychologists tell us, however,
that this is not true. Your baby knows what’s going on. Conduct
yourself knowing that your child is watching you, and move slowly
and thoughtfully. Revisit your decisions at every turn.
There is no hurry. Even if your initial decision is adoption,

you need to rethink it in the light of your baby’s actual presence. As
birthmother Heather Lowe notes, “Much of my adoption decision
was based on denial—not
Leave yourself an out.
knowing how I’d feel about the
child of a man I did not love,
not knowing if I had the instinct for motherhood. All those worries
vanished in the moments after his birth, but then it was too late.
Everyone thought I had ‘committed’ myself, and my state’s laws
made sure there was no going back.”
Heather made the mistake of thinking of herself as a birthmother while she was still pregnant. “I took on the identity of a
birthmother prematurely. Simply considering adoption doesn’t make
you an instant birthmother. Pregnancy is parenting, and during that
time, you are a mother, plain and simple. Don’t emotionally detach,
because if you don’t mother your child in your womb, who will?”
Birthmother Brenda Romanchik adds, “The advice expectant
parents sometimes get from unethical agencies to ‘detach’ from
their baby is completely ridiculous. After all, you can’t get more
attached than an umbilical cord.”
Give it time. You will know more, in the days after meeting
your child, about whether you have the parenting qualities you
want for your child. If your decision to place your
baby is based only on doubts and fears, rather
than on cold hard facts like chronic addiction,
homelessness, or a total inability to provide, then
you will most likely have a change of heart. (This
is why having the prospective adoptive parents in
the delivery room can be such a bad idea; they
make it next to impossible to change your mind.) Give yourself the
freedom to savor your motherhood.
Finally, never sign papers in the hospital. Your state may
allow it, but it isn’t required, so do not do it. Adoption is a serious
matter, one that should be finalized only in a courtroom or a legal
environment, not a recovery bed. Take your baby home from the
hospital. Give parenting a one or two week try, so that you know for
sure what it feels like and whether it is something you can manage
or not. Or consider a foster-adopt period in which you’ll have time to

feel the separation but will
maintain your legal rights to
parent. If you decide to surrender your parental rights, you may
feel more at peace knowing exactly what it is that you gave up.
Giving birth is truly a rite of passage. You become a mother,
and you are never “not a mother” again. That’s why so many
women who have considered adoption change their minds after
the birth. Because you aren’t the same person after giving life, the
experience in itself is information to be considered in your decision.

Try parenting first.

11. “I wish I had known how much I was going to love
my child.” Predicting the strength of mother-love can be quite a
difficult thing to do, especially for first-time mothers. Many new
mothers express surprise at the overwhelming nature of the
feeling—especially those who were encouraged to “disconnect”
and “detach” from their baby in the
womb, or who had troubled or nonexistent relationships with the birthfather. Even mothers by rape can
feel great love for their babies.
The feelings will take you by
surprise. “I never imagined
Love grows much
that I would miss or love my
bigger after the birth.
son as much as I do,” says
birthmother Su Parker. “I
continue to wonder if I will ever find a complete healing in this,”
says Jennifer Maynard, also a birthmother. “It’s almost like
adoption is so big that you can only grasp little pieces at different
times. But one thing I have no problem understanding is that I
miss my son far more than I ever imagined.”
12. “I wish I had known that the pain of adoption never
goes away.” You can certainly live a happy and productive life
after a relinquishment, but there will always be a hole in your heart
and soul. The hole can’t really be filled. You just learn to live with it.
“As a birthfather I’ve learned to live with a lot of pain and
regret,” says Steve Davis. “Adoption isn’t something that just

happens and then you go on with your life. It’s permanent, and it
affects your life forever.”
Placing your child for adoption profoundly and irreversibly
changes your life. Subsequent children cannot replace the lost
child and will not take away the pain. (In
Expect pain.
fact, many birthparents may intensely
revisit their grief during subsequent pregnancies and/or
birth experiences.) Family members rarely understand
your losses, even though they’re suffering too.
Birthparents often feel very alone, and true communication with others can become quite difficult.
After the first years, the grief is not static; while never fully
disappearing, it does ebb and flow. Certain times, like holidays
and anniversaries, are worse than others. Often joy and sorrow are
mixed: in an open adoption, each new milestone in your child’s life
can bring fresh pain on top of the pride, while in a closed adoption,
reunions can sometimes bring new wounds in addition to healing
the old ones.
13. “I wish I had known that the effects of adoption are so
far-reaching.” Let’s look at the subsequent losses you might not
have considered: Your parents will lose a grandchild. You may lose
your relationship with your own grandchildren. Your nieces and
nephews may have tough questions about why their
cousin isn’t with the family. Your subsequent children
might fear that they will be given away. For medical
or psychological reasons, you could suffer secondary
infertility and never be able to have another child.
(Some studies suggest that
Count up the losses.
secondary infertility among
birthmothers can be as high as 40%.) You might lose your faith in
intimate relationships, making it harder for you to trust and to love.
Many of those you thought were your friends may judge and scorn
you for your decision. Depression and grief could derail your
productivity and your advancement in school or career.
These are just a few examples. Consider all the potential
losses, not just the loss of your child.

14. “I wish I had known that in putting my baby first, I
didn’t have to put myself last.” It’s natural to want what is best
for your baby, but that doesn’t necessarily mean what’s best is to
be apart from you. Do not discount your importance to your child.
Experts view the new mother and baby as a “dyad,” that is, a
single organism built of two people. Newborn humans emerge from
the womb much earlier in their physical development than do many
animals, and they aren’t able to survive on their own. A baby’s instinct
is to look for and depend on its mother, who is known by her smell
and her voice. So for the early months at least, what is good for you
is good for your baby. As long as you are not abusive or neglectful,
your baby wants to be with you.
Don’t let any negativity about your “stupidity” or “carelessness”
in getting pregnant affect your self-esteem and
cause you to relinquish simply because you
think you aren’t good enough. And don’t
assume that a big house or wedding bands on
the prospective adoptive couple’s fingers will
make them better parents than you. Just ask
the birthmothers who have been let down by
Refuse to sell yourself short. adoptive parents
who divorce,
experience various other human failings, or in the most horrible
cases, abuse or harm the children.
There are no easy answers in a crisis pregnancy, and often the
path isn’t clear. Even so, you owe it to yourself and to your child to find
the best possible solution for both of you. “It was the best thing I
could have done for my child, and the worst thing I could have done
for myself,” says birthmother Andie Lewis. A happier outcome would
have been to find a solution that was good for both of them. Try to
find a plan that helps both you and your baby. You’re both worth it.

Conclusion
Nothing can prepare you for what it feels like to leave the
hospital empty-handed, milk running, crying like you will never
stop. Do not underestimate what is in store for you should you
choose adoption. Perhaps the most important point is this: Never
say “That won’t be me.” Don’t assume you will feel any differently
from the birthparents who have gone before you. Trust the women
who are living it now to describe what it will be like for you.
We hope this information has helped you to understand
what it feels like to be a birthparent. As you
journey through your decision-making process,
keep reading, and keep educating yourself
until after the birth and beyond.
Most importantly, demand respect at
every stage. If you encounter anyone (doctors,
nurses, social workers, prospective adoptive
parents) who doesn’t treat you like the expectant parent that
you are, or who doesn’t understand that considering adoption is
a parental decision over which you have full control, end the
relationship immediately and find a new provider. This is the
most important decision you’ll ever make. Consider it carefully.
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